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K01 Negative inspection code 1

108 single deviant flower/inflorescence

109 deviant flower/inflorescence

110 some damaged flowers/buds/fruits

111 damaged flowers/buds/fruits

112 single damaged bell

113 damaged bells

114 single blue flower

115 blue flowers

116 single flower not in colour

117 flowers not in colour

118 slight dropping of flowers/buds

119 dropping of flowers/ buds

120 occasional brown flower

121 brown flowers

122 some discoloured flowers edges

123 discoloured flower edges

124 some thumbs

125 thumbing

126 some brown petals

127 brown petal

128 some yellow bracts

129 yellow bracts

130 some peeled flowers

131 peeled flowers

132 some damaged bracts

133 damaged bracts

134 some picked flowers

135 picked flowers

140 some growing spots

141 growing spots

144 some small inflorescence

145 small inflorescence

148 some shrinking

149 shrinking

154 some impure flowers/berry

155 impure flowers/berries



156 some unripeness

157 unripeness

158 some irregular blossoming

159 irregular blossoming

162 single open flower centre

163 open flower centres

166 some ripeness

167 ripeness

168 some limp flowers

169 limp flowers

170 some wet flowers

171 wet flowers

174 some flowers which have left off flowering

175 flowers which have left off flowering

176 some dried out flowers/buds

177 dried out flowers/buds

178 some discoloured flowers

179 discoloured flowers

184 some soiled flowers

185 soiled flowers

186 single water stain on flower

187 water stains on flowers

188 single case of meagre flower/ berry

189 few flowers/berries

194 some deviance in bracts

195 deviance in bracts

196 some burnt flowers/inflorescence

197 burnt flowers/ inflorescence

211 no pretreatment

312 some dry (pot) clumps

313 dry (pot) clump

316 some looses in the pot

317 loose in the pot

320 some with roots/bulbs

321 with root/bulbs

322 single moss or algae

323 moss or algae

324 some wet pot clumps

325 wet (pot) clump

340 some poorly potted

341 poorly potted

344 some poor root constitution

345 poor root constitution

404 some deviant branches/stems



405 deviant branches/stems

408 some damaged branches/stems

409 damaged branches/stems

412 some multicoloured stems

413 multicoloured stems

414 single branch deep in leaf

415 deep in leaf

416 some double stems

417 double stems

418 single case of bract curds

419 bract curds

420 single case of brittleness/danger of breaking

421 brittleness/ danger of breaking

422 single case of thin stems

423 thin stems

424 some bent branches/stalks

425 bent branch/stalk

426 single case of bent branch/stem

427 bent branch/stem

428 some broken branches/stems

429 broken branches/stems

430 some twisted stems

431 twisted stems

432 some old wood

433 old wood

434 some cracks due to growing

435 cracks due to growing

436 some heels

437 heels

438 some topping/cutting

439 topping/cutting

440 some baldness at bottom

441 baldness at bottom

444 some bare branches/stems

445 bare branches/stems

446 some buds

447 buds

448 single bent bottom

449 bent bottoms

450 single case of dead branch ends (tips)

451 dead branch ends (tips)

452 some bent necks

453 bent necks

456 some bent branches/stems



457 bent branches/stems

458 some short flower stems

459 short flower stems

460 some stretched

461 stretched

462 some long flower stems

463 long flower stems

464 some light branches/stems

465 light branches/stems

470 insufficient defoliating

471 not defoliated

472 some limp necks

473 limp necks

476 some limp branches/stems

477 limp branches/stems

478 some bad disbudding

479 bad disbudding

480 some bad stems/branches

481 bad stems/branches

486 some bursting branches

487 bursting branches

490 some sawn out branches

491 sawn out branches

494 some watery stems

495 watery stems

498 some without basal plate

499 no basal plate

504 some deviant leaves

505 deviant leaf

506 some damaged leaves

507 damaged leaves

508 some leaves missing

509 leaf missing

510 some leaves not in colour

511 leaf not in colour

512 single case of leaf point

513 leaf points

514 single case of leaf spotting

515 leaf spotting

516 some leaf edges

517 leaf edges

518 slight leaf dropping

519 leaf dropping

520 some multicoloured leaves



521 multicoloured leaves

522 some brown leaves

523 brown leaf

524 some yellow leaves

525 yellow leaves

526 single yellow leaf point

527 yellow leaf points

528 some dried leaves

529 dried leaf

530 some pointed leaves

531 pointed leaf

532 single case of spotted foliage

533 spotted foliage

534 occasional curled leaf

535 curled leaf

540 shiny leaves

541 excessively shiny leaves

542 some residue on leaves

543 residue on leaves

544 some limp leaves

545 limp leaves

548 some bad leaves

549 rotten leaves

556 some wet leafs

557 wet leaves

558 some burnt leaves

559 burnt leaves

560 some dirty leaves

561 dirty leaves

562 some scorched bracts

563 scorched bracts

564 some water stains on leaves

565 water stains on leaves

566 single sweat leaf

567 sweat leaf

568 without leaf

598 (reserved)

599 (reserved)

602 some botrytis in roses

606 Single dry pock

607 dry pocks

612 some botrytis

613 botrytis

614 single botrytis diseased leaf



615 botrytis leaf

620 single parasite

621 parasites

632 some Japanese rust

633 Japanese rust

636 some aphids

637 aphids

640 some mildew

641 mildew

644 some leaf miner

645 leaf miner

646 some sooty mould

647 sooty mould

648 some rust spots

649 rust spots

658 some mould

659 mould

664 some ring spot

665 ring spot

666 some red spider mite

667 red spider mite

668 some red spider mite damage

669 red spider mite damage

678 some thrips

679 thrips

680 slight thrips damage

681 thrips damage

688 some burnt stems

689 burnt stems

690 some greenhouse white fly

691 greenhouse white fly

694 some sour bulbs

695 sour bulbs

704 some damaged pots/bowls

705 damaged pot/bowl

706 without sleeve

714 some incorrect bunching

715 incorrect bunching

717 incorrect sleeve

720 some insufficiently supported

721 insufficiently supported

740 some to densely packed

741 to densely packed

742 incorrect packet



748 some different pots

749 different pots

752 some soiled barrels

753 soiled barrel

756 some soiled pots

757 soiled pot

804 some unequality in diameter

805 unequal in diameter

808 some inequality in volume

809 unequal in volume

812 some difference in length of bunch

813 difference in length of bunch

816 some difference in colour

817 difference in colour

821 not as sample

825 not sorted

828 some difference in length of branches

829 difference in length of branches

834 some are not equal

835 unequal

838 some are unequally mixed

839 unequally mixed

852 some have unequal bunch weight

853 unequal bunch weight

854 some are unequal in length/height

855 unequal in length/height

858 some are not as ripe as others

859 unequal in ripeness

860 some tufts are not the same as others

861 unequal tufts

862 some forms differ from others

863 different forms

864 unequal number of box weight

865 unequal weight box

867 not sufficiently mixed / sorted

868 single beam of unequal weight

869 unequal beam weight

902 some bad bulbs / corms

903 bad bulbs / corms

905 rejected

908 some damaged bulb skins

909 damaged bulb skin

919 light party

924 some loose forms



925 loose form

932 some damage due to cold

933 damage due to cold

937 not classified

939 don't deliver on water

943 not sold

949 other classification remarks

952 some poor pot/plant relationship

953 poor pot/plant relationship

958 some transport damage

959 transport damage

960 some shapes are wrong

961 bad shapes

962 some damage due to frost

963 damage due to frost

964 some dirt

965 dirt

966 some weeds in pot

967 weeds in pot

969 dirty water

970 without product information

971 no photo

972 incorrect product information

974 wrong info on the pot

975 Multiple defects

976 Image shows other product

977 image shows other colour flower/leaf

978 image shows more unripe product

979 image shows more ripe product

980 image shows no freestanding plant

981 image back/underground not conform rules

982 detail image is missing/differs

983 image shows no barrel

984 image shows no measuring rod

985 image quality not in order

986 image shows other packing code

987 image shows other colour barrel/packing

988 image shows no sleeve/collar/packing

989 image shows with sleeve/collar/packing

990 image shows othe barrel content

991 plant passport is missing

992 image shows other product range/mixture

993 image shows product with other shape

994 image shows a larger product



995 supply regulation Corona

996 image shows shorter product

997 image with multiple deviations

998 photo taken by RFH

K02 Negative inspection code 2

108 single deviant flower/inflorescence

109 deviant flower/inflorescence

110 some damaged flowers/buds/fruits

111 damaged flowers/buds/fruits

112 single damaged bell

113 damaged bells

114 single blue flower

115 blue flowers

116 single flower not in colour

117 flowers not in colour

118 slight dropping of flowers/buds

119 dropping of flowers/ buds

120 occasional brown flower

121 brown flowers

122 some discoloured flowers edges

123 discoloured flower edges

124 some thumbs

125 thumbing

126 some brown petals

127 brown petal

128 some yellow bracts

129 yellow bracts

130 some peeled flowers

131 peeled flowers

132 some damaged bracts

133 damaged bracts

134 some picked flowers

135 picked flowers

140 some growing spots

141 growing spots

144 some small inflorescence

145 small inflorescence

148 some shrinking

149 shrinking

154 some impure flowers/berry

155 impure flowers/berries

156 some unripeness

157 unripeness



158 some irregular blossoming

159 irregular blossoming

162 single open flower centre

163 open flower centres

166 some ripeness

167 ripeness

168 some limp flowers

169 limp flowers

170 some wet flowers

171 wet flowers

174 some flowers which have left off flowering

175 flowers which have left off flowering

176 some dried out flowers/buds

177 dried out flowers/buds

178 some discoloured flowers

179 discoloured flowers

184 some soiled flowers

185 soiled flowers

186 single water stain on flower

187 water stains on flowers

188 single case of meagre flower/ berry

189 few flowers/berries

194 some deviance in bracts

195 deviance in bracts

196 some burnt flowers/inflorescence

197 burnt flowers/ inflorescence

211 no pretreatment

312 some dry (pot) clumps

313 dry (pot) clump

316 some looses in the pot

317 loose in the pot

320 some with roots/bulbs

321 with root/bulbs

322 single moss or algae

323 moss or algae

324 some wet (pot) clumps

325 wet (pot) clump

340 some poorly potted

341 poorly potted

344 some poor root constitution

345 poor root constitution

404 some deviant branches/stems

405 deviant branches/stems



408 some damaged branches/stems

409 damaged branches/stems

412 some multicoloured stems

413 multicoloured stems

414 single branch deep in leaf

415 deep in leaf

416 some double stems

417 double stems

418 single case of bract curds

419 bract curds

420 single case of brittleness/danger of breaking

421 brittleness/ danger of breaking

422 single case of thin stems

423 thin stems

424 some bent branches/stalks

425 bent branch/stalk

426 single case of bent branch/stem

427 bent branch/stem

428 some broken branches/stems

429 broken branches/stems

430 some twisted stems

431 twisted stems

432 some old wood

433 staples, old wood

434 some cracks due to growing

435 cracks due to growing

436 some heels

437 heels

438 some topping/cutting

439 topping/cutting

440 some baldness at bottom

441 baldness at bottom

444 some bare branches/stems

445 bare branches/stems

446 some buds

447 buds

448 single bent bottom

449 bent bottoms

450 single case of dead branch ends (tips)

451 dead branch ends (tips)

452 some bent necks

453 bent necks

456 some bent branches/stems

457 bent branches/stems



458 some short flower stems

459 short flower stems

460 some stretched

461 stretched

462 some long flower stems

463 long flower stems

464 some light branches/stems

465 light branches/stems

470 insufficient defoliating

471 not defoliated

472 some limp necks

473 limp necks

476 some limp branches/stems

477 limp branches/stems

478 some bad disbudding

479 bad disbudding

480 some bad stems/branches

481 bad stems/branches

486 some bursting branches

487 bursting branches

490 some sawn out branches

491 sawn out branches

494 some watery stems

495 watery stems

498 some without basal plate

499 no basal plate

504 some deviant leaves

505 deviant leaf

506 some damaged leaves

507 damaged leaves

508 some leaves missing

509 leaf missing

510 some leaves not in colour

511 leaf not in colour

512 single case of leaf point

513 leaf points

514 single case of leaf spotting

515 leaf spotting

516 some leaf edges

517 leaf edges

518 slight leaf dropping

519 leaf dropping

520 some multicoloured leaves

521 multicoloured leaves



522 some brown leaves

523 brown leaf

524 some yellow leaves

525 yellow leaves

526 single yellow leaf point

527 yellow leaf points

528 some dried leaves

529 dried leaf

530 some pointed leaves

531 pointed leaf

532 single case of spotted foliage

533 spotted foliage

534 occasional curled leaf

535 curled leaf

540 shiny leaves

541 excessively shiny leaves

542 some residue on leaves

543 residue on leaves

544 some limp leaves

545 limp leaves

548 some bad leaves

549 rotten leaves

556 some wet leafs

557 wet leaves

558 some burnt leaves

559 burnt leaves

560 some dirty leaves

561 dirty leaves

562 some scorched bracts

563 scorched bracts

564 some water stains on leaves

565 water stains on leaves

566 single sweat leaf

567 sweat leaf

568 without leaf

598 (reserved)

599 (reserved)

602 some botrytis in roses

606 single dry pock

607 dry pocks

612 some botrytis

613 botrytis

614 single botrytis diseased leaf

615 botrytis leaf



620 single parasite

621 parasites

632 some Japanese rust

633 Japanese rust

636 some aphids

637 aphids

640 some mildew

641 mildew

644 some leaf miner

645 leaf miner

646 some sooty mould

647 sooty mould

648 some rust spots

649 rust spots

658 some mould

659 mould

664 some ring spot

665 ring spot

666 some red spider mite

667 red spider mite

668 some red spider mite damage

669 red spider mite damage

678 some thrips

679 thrips

680 slight thrips damage

681 thrips damage

688 some burnt stems

689 burnt stems

690 some greenhouse white fly

691 greenhouse white fly

694 some sour bulbs

695 sour bulbs

704 some damaged pots/bowls

705 damaged pot/bowl

706 without sleeve

714 some incorrect bunching

715 incorrect bunching

717 incorrect sleeve

720 some insufficiently supported

721 insufficiently supported

740 some to densely packed

741 to densely packed

742 incorrect packet

748 some different pots



749 different pots

752 some soiled barrels

753 soiled barrel

756 some soiled pots

757 soiled pot

804 some unequality in diameter

805 unequal in diameter

808 some inequality in volume

809 unequal in volume

812 some difference in length of bunch

813 difference in length of bunch

816 some difference in colour

817 difference in colour

821 not as sample

825 not sorted

828 some difference in length of branches

829 difference in length of branches

834 some are not equal

835 unequal

838 some are unequally mixed

839 unequally mixed

852 some have unequal bunch weight

853 unequal bunch weight

854 some are unequal in length/height

855 unequal in length/height

858 some are not as ripe as others

859 unequal in ripeness

860 some tufts are not the same as others

861 unequal tufts

862 some forms differ from others

863 different forms

864 unequal number of box weight

865 unequal weight box

867 not sufficiently mixed / sorted

868 single beam of unequal weight

869 unequal beam weight

902 some bad bulbs / corms

903 bad bulbs / corms

905 rejected

908 some damaged bulb skins

909 damaged bulb skin

919 light party

924 some loose forms

925 loose form



932 some damage due to cold

933 damage due to cold

937 not classified

939 don't deliver on water

943 not sold

949 other classification remarks

952 some poor pot/plant relationship

953 bad pot / plant ratio

958 some transport damage

959 transport damage

960 some shapes are wrong

961 bad shapes

962 some damage due to frost

963 damage due to frost

964 some dirt

965 dirt

966 some weeds in pot

967 weeds in pot

969 dirty water

970 without product information

971 no photo

972 incorrect product information

974 wrong info on pot

975 Mutiple defects

976 Image shows other product

977 image shows other colour flower/leaf

978 Image shows more unripe product

979 image shows more ripe product

980 image shows no freestanding plant

981 image back/underground not conform rules

982 detail image is missing/differs

983 image shows no barrel

984 image shows no measuring rod

985 image quality not in order

986 image shows other packing code

987 imagae shows other colour barrel/packing

988 image shows no sleeve/collar/packing

989 image shows with sleeve/collar/packing

990 image shows other barrel content

991 plant passport not is missing

992 image shows other product range/mixture

993 image shows product with other shape

994 image shows a larger product

995 supple regulation Corona



996 image shows a shorter product

997 image with multiple deviations

998 photo taken by RFH

P01 Positive phyto sanitary inspectioncode

001 100% thrips-free

002 100% Chrysanthemum white rust-free

003 100% insect-free and 100% Chrysanthemum white  rust-free

004 100% soil-free

005 virus-free

006 100% insect-free

007 100% leaf miner-free

008 nematode-free

009 plant passport per plant

010 plant passport per barrel/tray

012 100% greenhouse white fly free

P02 Positive inspection code quality

001 illuminated

002 with product information

003 potpressed

004 evenly bunched

005 pretreatment

006 with VBN/EAN barcode

007 Quality Flower

008 flowpack

009 Kenya Flower Council

P03 Positive inspection code auction

001 Fleur-/Plantprimeur

002 per bunch packed

003 FloraHolland Quality

004 equal cut

005 young crop

006 Quality Controlled

008 vase life tested

009 Sunday supply



13


